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A
add alarm story (step-by-step

development exercise), 229-245
agile development movement, 3
alarm exercise. See step-by-step

development
answers. See solutions to exercises
automating the build process

batch file exercise, 145-151
MSBuild, 159
NAnt exercise, 151-159
reasons for, 144-145
step-by-step development

exercise, 226-227

B
batch file creation exercise, 145-151
Beck, Kent (Extreme Programming

Explained), 17
breadth test exercise (stock data

example), 202-207
breaking code with tests exercise

(stock data example), 207-211
bug-free code, 62
bugs, writing tests to fix, 77-81

build process, 141-142
automating

batch file exercise, 145-151
MSBuild, 159
NAnt exercise, 151-159
reasons for, 144-145
step-by-step development

exercise, 226-227
build file components, 153
disadvantages of F5 function 

key, 143
business, pace of change in, 2-3
business logic, inserting into user

interface, 75-77, 86-87

C
calculator project (test-driven

development example), 66-91
change in business, pace of, 2-3
classes, extracting for refactoring,

108-110
coach (team member role), 5
coding standards (XP practice), 16
collective ownership (XP

practice), 16
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COM interfaces, exposing tests, 
281-284

communication (XP value), 18-19
and refactoring, 99

complex solutions, problems 
with, 44

conditionals, replacing during
refactoring, 118-120

confidence level, increasing by
spiking, 126

constant refactoring. See refactoring
(XP practice)

continuous alarm story (step-by-
step development exercise), 
252-265

continuous integration (XP
practice), 13-14

courage (XP value), 23-24
currency-converter exercise

(refactoring), 103-120
customer (team member role), 4

paying for testing, 65-66
customer meeting (step-by-step

development exercise), 220-221,
266-267

customer user stories. See stories

D
delete alarm story (step-by-step

development exercise), 246-252
derived stock market data 

exercise, 57
solutions, 271-274

design and XP, 20
developer (team member role), 4
drag and drop with Rich Text

control exercise (spiking), 139

E
embrace change (XP practice), 17
enumerated types, replacing during

refactoring, 113-118
event-oriented code, 162-163
Excel, building test frameworks

with, 281-284
exceptions test exercise (testing

third-party libraries), 198-200
exercises

batch file creation, 145-151
business logic into user interface,

75-77, 86-87
currency-converter (refactoring),

103-120
derived stock market data, 57

solutions, 271-274
drag and drop with Rich Text

control (spiking), 139
exceptions test (testing third-party

libraries), 198-200
extracting functionality from user

interface, 87-91
functional depth test (testing

third-party libraries), 194-198
NAnt (automating the build

process), 151-159
NUnit setup, 191
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perfection game (pair
programming), 29-31

protecting against changes (testing
third-party libraries), 212-214

quick breadth test (testing third-
party libraries), 191-194

reflection for GUI testing, 175-188
running NUnit, 67-71
screen saver (pair programming),

31-40
refinements to, 40-41

session state (spiking), 139
shopping cart, 56

solutions, 269-271
step-by-step development, 220-267

add alarm story, 229-245
continuous alarm story, 252-265
customer meeting, 220-221, 

266-267
delete alarm story, 246-252
iteration 0 (setup), 223-227
iteration 1 (task breakdown),

227-229
stories, 221-223

stock data (testing third-party
libraries)

breadth test, 202-207
breaking code with tests, 207-211
examining code, 200-202
forcing intermittant errors, 

211-212
story breakdown into subtasks,

50-55
story definitions, 48-50

test-driven development
with tests, 92-93
without tests, 91-92

thin GUI layer (testing), 163-175
time zone data (spiking), 127-134
unfinished solution, 59-60

solutions, 277-279
weather information, 58

solutions, 275-276
Web services (spiking), 139
writing tests

adding functionality, 71-75
adding methods, 81-83
extracting methods, 83-85
fixing bugs, 77-81

experimentation. See spiking 
(XP practice)

extracting
classes for refactoring, 108-110
functionality from user interface,

87-90
methods

exercise, 83-85
for refactoring, 103-108

eXtreme .NET, xix
Extreme Programming Explained

(Beck), 17
eXtreme Programming. See XP

F
F5 function key, disadvantages, 143
feedback (XP value), 21-23

and refactoring, 99
fixed working week (XP practice), 15
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fixtures, 70
functional depth test exercise

(testing third-party libraries),
194-198

functions. See methods

G-H
genuis in problem-solving, 44-45

exercises, 56-60
problem breakdown example, 

45-47
story breakdown, 50-55
story definitions, 48-50

go with instincts (XP practice), 17
GUI. See user interface

honesty and openness (XP
practice), 17

I-J
incremental change (XP practice), 17
integration build batch file creation

exercise, 145-151
integration machine, 142
intellectual property, 62
intermittent errors exercise (stock

data example), 211-212
iteration 0 (setup), step-by-step

development exercise, 223-227
iteration 1 (task breakdown), step-

by-step development exercise,
227-229

job descriptions, 61

K-L
leave baggage behind (XP

practice), 16
legacy code, 199
libraries, testing third-party

libraries, 188-214, 256-257

M
McCarthy, Jim, 267
metaphor (XP practice), 15
methodology, xviii
methods

extracting for refactoring, 103-108
moving during refactoring, 

110-113
writing tests

to add, 81-83
to extract, 83-85

Microsoft .NET Framework. 
See .NET

moving methods during refactoring,
110-113

MSBuild, 159

N
NAnt, automating the build

process, 151-159
.NET, xviii, 3

building test frameworks with
Excel, 281-284

integration with XP, 3-5
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NUnit, 66
functionality

adding, 71-75
extracting from user interface,

87-90
business logic into user interface,

75-77, 86-87
fixing bugs, 77-81
methods

adding, 81-83
extracting, 83-85

running, 67-71
setup exercise, 191

O-P
on-site customer (XP practice), 6-7

pace of change in business, 2-3
pair programming (XP practice), 

8-9, 27-41
perfection game exercise, 29-31
professional attitude, importance

of, 28
screen saver exercise, 31-40

refinements to, 40-41
paying for testing, 65-66
perfection game exercise (pair

programming), 29-31
planning game (XP practice), 7-8
play to win (XP practice), 17
playing sound files, 256-257
polymorphism, replacing

conditionals during refactoring,
118-120

practices (XP), 6-18
coding standards, 16
collective ownership, 16
constant refactoring, 11-12, 97-121
continuous integration, 13-14
embrace change, 17
go with instincts, 17
honesty and openness, 17
incremental change, 17
leave baggage behind, 16
metaphor, 15
pair programming, 8-9, 27-41
planning game, 7-8
play to win, 17
quality work, 16
short releases, 16
simple design, 16
spiking, 12-13, 51, 125-139
stand-up meetings, 14-15
sustainable pace, 15
teach learning, 17
test-driven development, 9-11, 

61-93
whole team, 6-7

problem breakdown example, 45-47
story breakdown, 50-55
story definitions, 48-50

problem-solving, 43-44
simplicity, 44-45

exercises, 56-60
problem breakdown example,

45-55
professional attitude, importance 

of, 28
protecting against changes exercise

(testing third-party libraries),
212-214
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Q
quality software. See bug-free code
quality work (XP practice), 16
quick breadth test exercise (testing

third-party libraries), 191-194

R
refactoring (XP practice), 11-12, 

97-121
benefits of, 98-102
and communication, 99
currency-converter exercise, 

103-120
defined, 97
extracting

classes, 108-110
methods, 103-108

and feedback, 99
moving methods, 110-113
replacing

conditionals, 118-120
enumerated types, 113-118

and simplicity, 99
and teamwork, 102
and testing, 98
tools for, 121
when not to refactor, 121
when to do, 98

Refactory (refactoring tool), 121
reflection (GUI testing exercise),

175-188

replacing
conditionals during refactoring,

118-120
enumerated types during

refactoring, 113-118
research. See spiking (XP practice)
respect (XP value), 24-25
Rich Text control drag and drop

exercise (spiking), 139
roles. See team member roles

S
screen saver exercise (pair

programming), 31-40
refinements to, 40-41

session state exercise (spiking), 139
SetUp method (NUnit), 71
shopping cart exercise, 56

solutions, 269-271
short releases (XP practice), 16

feedback, 22
simple design (XP practice), 16
simplicity (XP value), 19-21

in problem-solving, 44-45
exercises, 56-60
problem breakdown example,

45-55
and refactoring, 99

”smelly” code, 87
software development problem. See

problem-solving
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solutions to exercises. See also
problem-solving

derived stock market data
exercise, 271-274

shopping cart exercise, 269-271
unfinished solution exercise, 

277-279
weather information exercise, 

275-276
sound files, playing, 256-257
source control software, 142
specialization, dangers of, 125-126
spiking (XP practice), 12-13, 51, 

125-139
confidence level, increasing, 126
drag and drop with Rich Text

control exercise, 139
session state exercise, 139
specialization, dangers of, 125-126
and testing, 135-138
time zone data exercise, 127-134
Web services exercise, 139

stand-up meetings (XP practice), 
14-15

feedback, 22
step-by-step development, 217

example exercise, 220-267
add alarm story, 229-245
continuous alarm story, 252-265
customer meeting, 220-221, 

266-267
delete alarm story, 246-252
iteration 0 (setup), 223-227

iteration 1 (task breakdown),
227-229

stories, 221-223
importance of, 218-219

stock data exercise (testing third-
party libraries)

breadth test, 202-207
breaking code with tests, 207-211
examining code, 200-202
forcing intermittant errors, 211-212

stories
breakdown into subtasks, 50-55
defining, 48-50
feedback, 21
in step-by-step development

exercise, 221-223
add alarm story, 229-245
continuous alarm story, 252-265
delete alarm story, 246-252
task breakdown, 227-229

sustainable pace (XP practice), 15

T
task breakdown (step-by-step

development exercise), 227-229
TDD. See test-driven development

(XP practice)
teach learning (XP practice), 17
team member roles, 4-5
teamwork

importance of, 24-25
and refactoring, 102

TearDown method (NUnit), 71
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test frameworks, building with
Excel, 281-284

test-driven development (XP
practice), 9-11, 61-93. See also
testing

bug-free code, 62
exercise with tests, 92-93
exercise without tests, 91-92
feedback, 21
NUnit, 66

adding functionality, 71-75
adding methods, 81-83
business logic into user

interface, 75-77, 86-87
extracting functionality from

user interface, 87-90
extracting methods, 83-85
fixing bugs, 77-81
running, 67-71

paying for testing, 65-66
reasons for using, 63-65
unit testing, 63

TestFixture attribute (NUnit), 70
testing. See also test-driven

development (XP practice)
importance of, 161
and refactoring, 98
and spiking, 135-138
third-party libraries, 188-190

breaking code with tests
exercise, 207-211

exceptions test exercise, 198-200
functional depth test exercise,

194-198

intermittent errors exercise, 
211-212

NUnit setup exercise, 191
protecting against changes

exercise, 212-214
quick breadth test exercise, 

191-194
step-by-step development

exercise, 256-257
stock data exercise, 200-207

user-interface testing, 161-162
reflection for GUI testing

exercise, 175-188
step-by-step development

exercise, 234-245
thin GUI layer exercise, 163-175

thin GUI layer exercise (testing),
163-175

third-party libraries, testing, 188-190
breaking code with tests exercise,

207-211
exceptions test exercise, 198-200
functional depth test exercise, 

194-198
intermittent errors exercise, 

211-212
NUnit setup exercise, 191
protecting against changes

exercise, 212-214
quick breadth test exercise, 

191-194
step-by-step development

exercise, 256-257
stock data exercise, 200-207
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threads, 254-255
tidying code. See refactoring
time zone data exercise (spiking),

127-134
tools for refactoring, 121

U
UI. See user interface
unfinished solution exercise, 59-60

solutions, 277-279
unit testing, 63
user interface

event-oriented code, 162-163
extracting functionality from, 

87-90
inserting business logic, 75-77, 

86-87
testing, 161-162

reflection for GUI testing
exercise, 175-188

step-by-step development
exercise, 234-245

thin GUI layer exercise, 163-175

V
values (XP), 18-25

communication, 18-19, 99
courage, 23-24
feedback, 21-23, 99
respect, 24-25
simplicity, 19-21, 99

virtuous cycle, 5
Visual SourceSafe, 142
Visual Studio 2005, refactoring 

tools, 121

W
weather information exercise, 58

solutions, 275-276
Web services exercise (spiking), 139
whole team (XP practice), 6-7
Windows time zone data exercise

(spiking), 127-134

X-Z
XP (eXtreme Programming), xvii, 1-2

integration with .NET, 3, 5
learning from, 4
practices, 6-18

coding standards, 16
collective ownership, 16
constant refactoring, 11-12, 

97-121
continuous integration, 13-14
embrace change, 17
go with instincts, 17
honesty and openness, 17
incremental change, 17
leave baggage behind, 16
metaphor, 15
pair programming, 8-9, 27-41
planning game, 7-8
play to win, 17
quality work, 16
short releases, 16
simple design, 16
spiking, 12-13, 51, 125-139
stand-up meetings, 14-15
sustainable pace, 15
teach learning, 17
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test-driven development, 9-11,
61-93

whole team, 6-7
team member roles, 4-5
values, 18-25

communication, 18-19, 99
courage, 23-24
feedback, 21-23, 99
respect, 24-25
simplicity, 19-21, 99

zero-defect software. See
bug-free code
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